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Designers and architects are no longer hitting a brick wall when it comes to stylish interior design that lasts. Acrovyn 

by Design can be used to transform spaces with customized logos, imagery and more. And, because it serves as a 

protective shield, the design and the walls will remain beautiful for years to come. Explore the following pages to 

see inspiring examples of what’s possible.

This book offers ideas and inspiration through a wide range of designs for multi-unit brands in the retail and 

hospitality markets. All designs found in this book are available as samples and guides to support your design vision.

Protect your interior walls and fixtures with the 
complete design freedom of Acrovyn by Design®
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Your team did a great 
job taking our vision 
and bringing it to 
life. You worked with 
us seamlessly on our 
feedback and revision 
requests. I wish the 
design process was that 
easy with other vendors.
 
 Jillian Koeneman
 Ben’s Soft Pretzels

“

“

A graphic approach to material replication

Project Portfolio

Top brands trust Acrovyn by Design® to 
represent their image and protect walls, 
columns, and fixtures from damage. 

Our team of graphic design experts can 
assist in the design creation process 
and work with you to bring your vision 
to life. 



Bringing each client’s 
brand vision to life
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO

Wood and tile mural in juice and smoothie bar

Realistic material replication for hospitality environments Subtle pattern to protect retail cart return

Tile replication for QSR fixtures

Dining room walls in a high-traffic QSR

Crafting an inviting environment with graphics

Durable and engaging solutions for pet hotel walls

Creating a sense of place Bringing brand history to the forefront

Custom mural with a unique application
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Hickory Plank

Textures +
Natural Materials

With Acrovyn by Design®, replicating the look 
of natural textures and materials is easy. Due to 
their flexibility, natural elements such as tile, aged 
materials, luxe fabrics, refined textures, and earthy 
wood tones continue to be a staple in retail and 
hospitality design.
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TEXTURES + NATURAL MATERIALS

A combination of wood texture and colored block pattern 
makes Blue Abstract a striking choice for this hotel’s focal 
wall. Blue Abstract compliments the natural elements in this 
design while gracefully contrasting with a fresh, graphic edge.

Blue Abstract
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TEXTURES + NATURAL MATERIALS

Urban Wood protects this hotel lobby desk from 
damage while projecting elegance and sophistication. 
A gorgeous pattern on its own, Urban Wood provides 
soothing balance to the strong feature wall behind it.

Urban Wood
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TEXTURES + NATURAL MATERIALS

Modern Wood has transformed this bistro 
into a destination with its natural, modern 
appearance. Modern Wood is a versatile pattern 
that brings a fresh look to any design scheme.

Modern Wood
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TEXTURES + NATURAL MATERIALS

Soft yet sophisticated, Duet combines two tones of marble 
stone to make one stylish wall covering design.

Duet
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TEXTURES + NATURAL MATERIALS

Modern yet rugged imagery gives this youthful jean shop 
an edge. In addition, Acrovyn by Design® provides added 
protection against scuffs and collisions behind the counter.

Oxidized Metal
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TEXTURES + NATURAL MATERIALS

Boulder gives this hotel lobby an elegant 
transformation. Deep textures are revealed from a 
distance, while the details of this high-resolution 
photo display a striking design up close. 

Boulder
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TEXTURES + NATURAL MATERIALS

Unified by vertical lines and organic palette, Abstract Space 
provides this restaurant with a calming atmosphere and 
high-impact protection against daily abuse.

Abstract Space
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TEXTURES + NATURAL MATERIALS

Marble Chevron
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TEXTURES + NATURAL MATERIALS

Oceania offers a unique take on material replication, 
infusing the grunge quality of concrete with punches of 
color for a luxurious aesthetic. 

Oceania
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TEXTURES + NATURAL MATERIALS

Carrera Subway Weathered Wood

Flowing Agate

Zig Zag

Rustic Brick

Etch

LeatherRough Wood Agate Bamboo

Scallop TileStone TileHexagon Tile

Concrete

Barn Wood

Foil
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Abstract Flower 

Patterns +
Illustrations

Whether your aesthetic leans towards bright and 
bold or refined and subtle, patterned walls create 
a fresh appeal for your overall design. Patterns 
can be used as a focal point, or, if you are feeling 
adventurous, you can mix complimentary patterns 
to display a modern charm.  
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PATTERNS + ILLUSTRATIONS

With Acrovyn by Design®, it’s easy to bring a fun and bold 
graphic into your high-traffic restaurant areas without having 
to worry about damage or wear.  

Butcher Paper
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PATTERNS + ILLUSTRATIONS

Tangram is the perfect design for a modern and 
minimalistic aesthetic. Acrovyn by Design® provides 
protection against abrasions, crayons, and more in your 
restaurant’s most frequented areas.

Tangram
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PATTERNS + ILLUSTRATIONS

Building’s rhythmic lines paired with warm and vibrant 
colors inspire an enjoyable guest room environment.

Building
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PATTERNS + ILLUSTRATIONS

Wash Boards
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PATTERNS + ILLUSTRATIONS

Create a vibrant and positive environment in your fitting rooms 
with Cubist. Acrovyn by Design® is the perfect wall protection 
solution for areas that are constantly bumped and scuffed.

Cubist
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PATTERNS + ILLUSTRATIONS

Diamonds

Blocks Carnival

Records
Triangles

Geometric

Damask Hexagons
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Natural Produce

Photos +
Murals

From skylines to sketches, imagery-infused wall 
coverings are making a powerful impact in today’s 
spaces. Imagery has the transformative power to 
create a sense of place in your design that is as 
unique as your brand. For full visual impact, layer 
on typography or custom messaging.  
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PHOTOS + MURALS

Immerse yourself in Explore’s artistic vignette. 
Explore couples a watercolor gradient with a 
pen-sketched cityscape, creating the perfect 
backdrop for a retail boutique.

Explore
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PHOTOS + MURALS

With Local, it’s easy to bring community and culture into 
your space. Local is fully customizable to your liking! 

Local
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PHOTOS + MURALS

City Nights’ lively imagery gives this retail space a distinctive 
look that shoppers can imagine themselves stepping into. 
It also provides them with a stunning photo backdrop for 
taking pictures. 

City Nights
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PHOTOS + MURALS

Dallas 
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PHOTOS + MURALS

A message of encouragement drives guests to persevere 
and achieve their fitness goals. Give your guests a positive 
and inspiring message to associate with your brand.

Nothing Comes Easy
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PHOTOS + MURALS

Mushroom’s hearty imagery layered with custom text gives 
guests a positive mindset while shopping. Promote in-season 
products and inspire guests to make healthy purchase 
decisions with custom Acrovyn by Design® graphics.

Mushroom
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PHOTOS + MURALS

Ocean Wave creates a unique destination experience in this 
modern, beachside guest room. Acrovyn by Design® allows 
you to inspire your hotel’s guests with a unique sense of 
place they won’t find anywhere else.

Ocean Wave
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PHOTOS + MURALS

Motivation
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PHOTOS + MURALS

Always Fresh

Aerial City Food Prep

Evening LightFlatiron

Flight Path

Eiffel Tower Boardwalk

Woodburned

Stadium

Stacked Logs 

Red Canyon 
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Architectural Grilles + Vision Barriers 

Architectural Louvers

Cubicle Curtains + Tracks

Entrance Mats + Grids 

Anti-fatigue Flooring

Expansion Joint Covers

Explosion + Pressure Relief  Vents

Fire + Smoke Vents

Sun Controls

CS creates products that solve complex building challenges around the world:

Acrovyn by Design® 

Acrovyn® Doors 

Acrovyn® Wall Covering + Panels

Acrovyn® Wall Protection

Decorative Walls

www.c-sgroup.com


